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The Cottage (home of our Guild)
Building 2, 10 Russell Drysdale St, 
East Gosford, NSW 2250

All correspondence 
Postal:       The Secretary, 
                   PO Box 4056 
                   East Gosford NSW 2250

Email: cchstagsecretary@gmail.com

Website: www.cottagecrafts.net.au

The Cottage: (02) 4325 4743
(Phone anytime and leave a message and we 
will get back to you as soon as possible)

Email the Editor: coastalyarn@gmail.com
Content and Feedback very welcome 
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Presidents Report
Hello there

Another month has passed in lockdown. I hope everyone is faring well, please 
remember to reach out if you need help.

This time has highlighted that the things that are important are not material things.
Our connections to each other and our communities are the "things" we should 
treasure and nourish. 

On that note, we are working towards a plan to open the cottage up to members, 
hopefully that will be sooner rather than later (fingers crossed).

During this period of lockdown, it has reinforced to me, that the joy of creating is not 
necessarily in the finished object but in the journey, not everything you make must be 
perfect.

I hope we will soon be able to come together once more to celebrate and encourage 
our creative community.

Watch this space!

All the best Debbie 
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Japanese 'lunch box handbag’ and Sashiko Panel
Fi Nicholas

‘Pattern given to me by Lynn K and during lockdown have completed it.  It is standing in front of Rosie's
former bobbin holder in my tiny sewing room.’

‘Finally finished and displayed on my first log cabin quilt on my antique bed.’
  Page 3 of 13
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SPINNERS GROUP NEWS

Naomi, from the Spinners group and Beverly Smith’s daughter, made a quilt from used memorabilia 
material for her and Simon’s 20th wedding anniversary and washed it and three squares fell to pieces
so five years later all replaced and it’s ready for their 25th anniversary.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Noeline’s latest project

‘So far, I’ve managed to do 26 blocks; mostly two of each design. I believe there are about ten more to
go in this project, which should mean five more designs.  Even if the whole quilt isn’t attempted, there
are some cute patterns to try…and yes, the log cabin block is meant to be a wonky one! It has been a
fun project and really good lockdown filler!  Also, I’ve come across long forgotten scraps which have
now been put to good use (even if a little dated!)….it’s the overall effect that’s important.’’
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Community
Quilts

Treat yourself  (when lockdown
is over!)- spend some time at the

Cottage with those on the same wave length. So please lend a
hand to create Community Quilts.

There is no community quilts news to show at the moment as we are still in
lockdown

So enjoy your time thinking and relaxing while you decide what quilt 

to attempt next for our community.
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‘Lock down has proved to me that I can start and finish larger projects.
This one is multicolored scarf in green cotton.’

Margaret Cotter

Weaving Jokes. Q: Why is a front to back warper a better spy than a back to front warper? A: She doesn’t raddle.
Q: Why are weavers good story tellers? A: They have a lot of yarns. Q: What do you call nuns who 
are spinners? A: Twisted sisters. Q: Why did the spinner get to the weaving conference so fast? A: She was 
drafting a semi-truck.
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Birthday greetings to:
Everyone enjoying a birthday in October including members

Denise James

Margaret Jones and

Fiona Nicholas

Floral drawing done by Bev

Callistemon October birth flower
There are 40 species all endemic to Australia, mainly growing on the eastern side.

Common name – Bottle brush because it is what it looks like.
Family – Myrtaceae,  An evergreen growing in most soils, clay, sand – wet or draught.

Flowering in spring and summer.  Bush Tucker – a tea, a good diuretic. 
Aborigine uses are for infections, also for spears.

Symbolizing – Harmonious Joy and Laughter, in Aboriginal dreaming of the Kookaburra.
Can also be used as a dye – turns tan, if a mordent is used it turns green.
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This is my first effort at knitting an item then trying to felt them. Felting by accident is quite easy but 
these took me 3 times washing and drying in a hot tumble dryer. Third time I was happy.

My last covid lock down scarf although I think it would make a better table runner. It was made from a
cotton warp which I dyed to a dark grey black and ripped sari silk. The results were some what stiffer

than I expected, hence table runner. This was a good experiment for me.

 

Denise James
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‘I put this together recently – it is cotton. I was hoping it would wash ok for tea towels. 
Bright but that's what we need right now.  Plain weave; the colours do the talking.’

Faye Coghlan

Below left: Katie O'Donnell made this tea towel  as a gift for a friend.

Katie has been busy making these tea towels during lockdown
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A COVID MESSAGE

Are you feeling like this - trapped, frustrated foaming at the mouth?

Release is on its way, stay strong. The way out of COVID is a ‘long and windy road.’

This photo was taken from Denise’s and Helen’s thoughts on their weekly COVID walk.  Laughter and
having fun can make any lockdown a real delight.  These dogs were noisy however they seemed to like

being together and joyfully close.
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2021/22 Guild Directory
President Debbie Mullins
Vice President Sue Nolan
Treasurer Helen Williams
Secretary Margaret Cotter 
Public Officer Denise James
Equipment Officers Bev Smith
Cottage Manager Linda Bond  
Newsletter Editor Helen Williams 
Librarian Kathryn Scurrah 
Website Administrator Margaret Cotter and Beth Davies 
Community Quilts Coordinator Noelene Fraser and Lynn Kellahan
Events Coordinators Beth Davies and Kathryn Scurrah  
Life Members Camelia Rogers,   

Pat de Carle
Olive Jeffery 
Jenny Campbell

 

Weekly Activities at Our Cottage
All craft types are welcome at the Guild at any time.

Day Time Craft Types 
Monday Morning All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on Arts 

Patchwork and Quilting
Tuesday Morning All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 

Spinning, Weaving
Wednesday Morning All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on Arts 

Patchwork and Quilting
Wednesday Evening All Fibre and Textile with emphasis on having a 

good time and sharing
Thursday Morning All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 

Spinning and Yarns
Saturday Morning All Fibre and Textile Arts with emphasis on 

Spinning and Yarns – 

Community Quilts – 3rd Saturday of the month 
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Dear Guild Members
Contributions to the

newsletter are gratefully
received. Submissions 

can be sent to
coastalyarn@gmail.com        .

Hardcopy submissions can be
left in the Newsletter drawer

on the front table in the
Cottage (after lockdown is

over)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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A note from the editor

Thanks for all the awesome photos and news from our guild members. It is very 
much appreciated.

On a personal note I have been learning new writing skills while in lockdown. I
want to write about my family history that I have researched over the last few
months.  There are the facts and then there could be some interesting stories that
I could write about, that would make everything more interesting for my family to
read. Some new writing skills would help me to learn how to do this better.

Sometimes I need a break from the ‘Six Degrees of Separation’ quilt I have been
challenging myself with lately.  I have fnished 22 of the 72 triangles (see below) I
need, to complete the quilt.  Hopefully I might fnish it by Christmas!

Happy spinning, weaving and quilting

Helen Williams

The triangle patch
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